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DANK
Wherever ?

LAWERENCE
Wherever.

13 13CLUB MONTAGE

Jamicheal dancing in the club with Kyle.

14 14EXT. GAY CLUB

Jamichael and Kyle walking out the club in the parking lot.

JAMICHEAL
I have never had so much fun in my 
life.

KYLE
Your gay. Gay is about being happy you 
have to get out more.

JAMICHEAL
I appreciate you showing me a good 
time.

KYLE
Anytime.

JAMICHEAL
I really don't want the night to end

Kyle grabs him.

JAMICHEAL
It doesn't have to...

They look into each other eyes and share a moment. They kiss 
passionately.

                                                    FADE OUT. 

15 15EXT. WILLIAM HOUSE

Terry is being walked outside in handcuffs.

TERRY RENE
Let me go ! Let me go!

POLICE OFFICER
You need to leave the property mam!
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Leave!

TERRY RENE
Im fucking leaving! Im leaving! Let me 
go!

The police let Terry go and she storms off speeding off in 
her car.

POLICE OFFICER 2
Should we go after her.

POLICE OFFICER
Hell naw she gets a pass if I walked 
in on what she saw I would lose my 
mind too.

16 16INT. RESTAURANT

Lawrence and Dank sit in an empty restaurant.

LAWRENCE V.O.
I had never experienced something so 
romantic. He literally rented out the 
entire restaurant.

DANK
How was your day Handsome ?

LAWRENCE
Pretty good. Even better with all 
this. What's the occasion.

DANK
Lawrence I know we didn't start off on 
the best of terms but sir I am so into 
you. I have never been so comfortable 
with someone before. I know you wonder 
why I haven't gone home. Sometimes you 
just want to press pause on things. 
This is something that you don't find 
easy in this side of the world. This 
is something that I thought I would 
never have. When I look across this 
table I just don't see an ordinary
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